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A meeting open to all users was held at 2:15 PM on October 30th to present a status report on KRONOS 
and to answer questions. A KRONOS Status Report, written by L.A. Liddiard, Associate Director for System 
Operation, was handed out and discussed. An edited version of this report appears on page 2 of this newsletter; 
complete copies are available in the UCC Reference Room, 235a ExpEng. Also distributed at the meeting were 
a short, preliminary writeup on tapes (updating the KRONOS Tape Conversion Guide) and copies of PTRLIST (containing 
information on known errors and current system information). Excerpts from the tape writeup appear on page 3 
of this newsletter and full copies are available in the Reference Room. Part of the PTRLIST appears on page 
4 of this newsletter. 

OPEN DISCUSSION ON TAPE PROCESSING 
UCC will hold an open discussion to help us coordinate all known information on KRONOS tape processing. 

Since so many tape formats exist it is not possible for Computer Center staff to become familiar with all user
encountered bugs, needs, and required options. This meeting is intended to fill this gap in our knowledge. 
UCC staff members will be present to answer questions, take suggestions, consider bugs, and offer suggestions. 
If you use tapes we would appreciate your attending this session. The discussion will be held: 

Tuesday, November 19 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 
Room 193 Experimental Engineering. 
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I THE SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER AND THE SEPTEMBER VERSION OF THE UCC POCKET GUIDE CONTAINED ~ 
ERRORS IN THE LISTS OF CHARGES WHICH WERE PUBLISHED, THE FOLLOWING IS A CORRECTION $ 
FOR THE STORAGE CHARGES LISTED: ~ 

1
~ 2 1)) MAGNETIC TAPE STORAGE ~ LAUDERDALE SITE $1,00 PER TAPE PER QUARTER ~$ 
$ SHELF STORAGE $2,00 PER SHELF PER QUARTER 

A MEMO DIRECTED TO "NEW USERS OF MIRJE", MAILED IN OCTOBER, CONTAINED THE ABOVE ERRORS 
$ AS WELL AS AN ERROR IN THE PUBLISHED CENTRAL PROCESSOR & MEMORY CHARGES, THE CP CHARGES $ I SHOULD BE: ~ 
$ CENTRAL PROCESSOR AND MEMORY (COMMERCIAL USERS) $16,00/MINUTE $ 
~ CP IN SECONDS $ .26 2/3 PER SECOND I 
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
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KRONOS STATUS REPORT 
HISTORY--The MOMS 1.0 system, in use for four years, was an amalgam of older operating systems and relatively 
undocumented. CDC had several new desirable compilers available on their new operating systems. KRONOS 2.1 
ran well on the University-managed MERITSS system. CDC had announced a new operating system, NOS, based on 
KRONOS 2.1, but costing 4 times as much. All these considerations outweighed the stability of an old system 
and we decided to convert our operating system to KRONOS on September 1 (after the 1974 summer session). 

Six lengthy conversion guides were written and distributed in February and March. Numerous classes 
were offered through the spring and summer. Free testing times were made available in July and August. Up
to-date "Instant" conversion guides were prepared and distributed in July and August. 

A major memory upgrade from the 65K CDC 6600 to a 98K CYBER 74 was completed in March to insure hardware 
stability for the software changeover. In May, because the delayed decision of the MECC statewide timesharing 
selection process threatened to jeopardize timesharing service for the 1974-75 academic year, the University offered 
to expand the MERITSS system to 256 ports and to add 32 ports of timesharing (MIRJE) service to the CYBER 74. The 
Advisory Committee accepted this offer, requiring, however, that MIRJE service not degrade batch service on the 
CYBER 74. This necessitated the addition of more PPU's to the CYBER 74. The MERITSS devices were delivered by 
September but could not be delivered until October for the CYBER 74. With extreme pressure to provide MIRJE 
service, UCC had the additional PPU's and channels installed over the October 19-20 weekend. Complications 
delayed the completion of the installation to 1:30 PM on October 23. 
OPERATION AND STABILITY) FIRST SEVEN WEEKS--A high turnover rate and difficulty in becoming accustomed 
to a new operating system caused some confusion and problems in Operations. The short staffing problems are 
now solved and our operators are now familiar with the system and we consider operations to be well in hand. 

Operating system stability can be measured by the number of times that the system has to be reloaded 
because of hardware/software problems. On the CYBER 74 there are two levels of recovery: NORMAL, meaning that 
the I/O queues are lost, and LEVEL 3, meaning that only jobs currently inputing must be re-read. The recovery 
record for the first seven weeks is: 

SEP 6 (9 NORMAL, 10 LEVEL 3) 
SEP 13 (9 NORMAL, 10 LEVEL 3) 

SEP 20 
SEP 27 

(4 NORMAL, 8 LEVEL 3) 
(4 NORMAL,l2 LEVEL 3) 

OCT 4 ( 8 NORMAL, 
OCT 11 (12 NORMAL, 
OCT 18 ( 2 NORMAL, 

showing that the operating system and the hardware were less stable than we desired but that 
being made. The unstable first two weeks in October reflect the increased and different job 
of the quarter. The seventh week (after detection and correction of problems by the Systems 
the PPU's were installed) shows what KRONOS 2.1 is capable of doing. 

23 LEVEL 3) 
21 LEVEL 3) 

5 LEVEL 3) 
improvements were 
load at the beginning 
staff and before 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE FIRST TWO MONTHS--
Magneti~ Tape6: Two to eight hour tape assignment delays early in September were caused by shortage of staff 
and our not using the correct KRONOS FIFO field. These have since been corrected. KRONOS still seems slower 
than MOMS. An afternoon peak in the number of jobs requesting tapes often slows tape jobs. The 'FA=' parameter 
on the BLANK card has a problem; use it only on the LABEL card. The parameter 'F=L' for long tape records 
causes problems and should not be used. TDUMP does not work on all tapes. Other problems have occurred and are 
being investigated. UCC considers magnetic tapes a major problem area and we are concentrating efforts here. 
M~~ Stonage, Penmanent & Loeai Fite6: The early saturation of the disk files has since been alleviated with 
the cooperation of all users. Early in September and again in October the files on one logical unit were lost. 
Investigation continues into the causes. 
ECS Sto~age: An early version bug in USER ECS allowed rollouts of up to two hours. Since more people are using 
this feature, we are implementing a rollout of ECS (if the user has a tape request) to help correct the delay. 
CDC code for USER ECS is not due until 3rd quarter 1975. 
Remote Job E~y, SUP10, EXPORT, TELEX: KRONOS services SUPIO more slowly than did MOMS. We are investigating 
ways of regaining the previous speed. The *H display and the SEND control card will be implemented within two 
weeks, bringing SUPIO back to its MOMS level of service. TELEX trial runs for MIRJE users began on October 29 
and full scale operation will begin as soon as possible. The ExpEng IMPORT station has had problems with missing 
and duplicated cards and physical records. This is under investigation. Normal deadstart recoveries have been 
responsible for loss of jobs from remote job entry stations. Operators now checkpoint the system before pushing 
the deadstart button, allowing LEVEL 1 recoveries rather than ~lORHAL recoveries wi.th the resultant: loss of 
I/O queues. 
Unit Re~o~d Equipment: Sections of punch and print files were lost in early October when a BATCHER-called routine 
did not work correctly. This serious error was corrected within a week. Dumps using excess pages at ExpEng 
were corrected. ExpEng was changed to accept the standard KRONOS separatcr cards and 80 column binary input in 
early October. The missing site ID on punch output files caused several decks to be misplaced in early September 
and was corrected. 
A~~ou~ng: A new control card, COST, will give job cost information to the user. Pages printed and cards 
punched messages will be in the dayfile within a month. We are working at reducing the cost of using tapes with 
small length records. The time limit on the job card will be the actual time limit, rather than a multiple of 8. 
Campit~ and Pa~Rage6: BATCHER did not work well until the second week of the quarter. The KRONOS version of 
MNF produces relocatable code but the massive changes required caused a number of bugs. SCOPE Indexed Sequential 
(SIS) files failed until a binary version was brought over from MERITSS. SYSTEM 2000 failed for the first two 
weeks. CALLPRG also gave us several problems during the first two weeks. 
IN THE FUTURE--DCC installed the last major hardware change and is currently trying to generate a stable system 
using the level 5 version of KRONOS 2.1. During the next few months our major concern is to document and correct 
(if possible) all errors in our system. You can help by reporting and documenting all errors you find. Some 
errors cannot be corrected until CDC provides the corrective code but the documentation will help others avoid such 
errors. Several of the highly rated new CDC processors (such as FTN 4.2 and COBOL 4) that use Record Manager 
will be made available. These will not replace any current version until they are better in all respects. MNF 
is undergoing a severe validation and bug correction shakedown that should raise it to new levels of stability. 

L. A. U.dcUM.d 
Oaab~ 30, 7974 
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SOME INFORMATION ON TAPES 
--by W. E,U)_o:tt 

Deciding how to read or write a tape is no longer an easy task. Instead of the two formats available 
in the past (binary and coded) the user of the CYBER 74 must now choose among eight different formats in which 
to read and write his tapes. The tape format is set by using the "F" parameter on the LABEL card. To help make 
an intelligent choice on which format to use, the following explanations are provided: 
FORI~T TYPE DESCRIPTION 

I 

SI 

X 

E 

F 

B 

s 

L 

KRONOS 
Internal 

SCOPE 
Internal 

EXTERNAL 

LINE IMAGE 

FOREIGN 

BLOCKED 

STRANGER 

LONG RECORD 
Stranger 

BINARY only. Labelled/Unlabelled. 0-512 words. 
First choice when creating a tape to be used exclusively at this site or at another 
KRONOS 2.1 installation. ~~en labelled, provides the greatest security, best read/write 
reliability, and best error recovery possible. 

BINARY/CODED. Labelled/Unlabelled. 0-512 words. 
Used to read tapes created as "internal" under the SCOPE operating system. Format is 
very similar to the "I" format but they are not interchangeable. 

BINARY only. CANNOT be labelled. 0-512 words. 
Simplicity of format makes this a candidate for interchange of data with other sites. 
This is the standard KRONOS 2.0 binary tape. 

CODED only. CANNOT be labelled. 0-5120 characters. 
Produces a constant length record, space filled when necessary. Default length is 
136 characters (use the "FC" parameter on the LABEL card to set other lengths). An 
ideal format for the exchange of coded information with other sites. The COPY utility 
routines SHOULD NOT be used when tapes are destined for non-KRONOS sites. 

BINARY/CODED. CANNOT be labelled. 0-512 words. 
A perfect solution if not sure what parity the tape is written. If read parity error 
is encountered the mode will be switched. The maximum block size must be specified 
using the "FC" parameter on the LABEL card. As a general rule, this format should 
be used only with the COPY utility routines. Use of this format to create new tapes 
is not recommended. 

CODED only. CANNOT be labelled. 0-5120 characters. 
Almost identical to the "E" format except that a variable length record is produced. 
The buffer is not space filled to a preset length prior to writing the record. 
Default record size is maximum 150 characters rather than 136. 

BINARY/CODED. Labelled/Unlabelled. 0-512 words. 
The least complicated format; every block written is considered to be a record. No 
block terminators or noise blocks are written as with the "X" format. First choice 
when interchanging binary information with non-KRONOS sites. 

BINARY/CODED. Labelled/Unlabelled. 
Identical to the "S" format except that a continuous record of more than 512 words 
may be written. This is the only format which reads or writes a continuous record 
of more than 512 words (5120 characters). The block size is automatically computed 
from the FET as LIMIT-First-1. Use the FORTRAN "BUFFER IN/OUT" statements (or 
their equivalents) when using this format. Use with the COPY utilities is not 
recommended. (This format is not presently available; scheduled to be available 
by December 1, 1974.) 

There are eight formats and twelve possible ways to read a tape. After deciding on a format, the question 
of labelling arises. When using X, E, F, and B formats no choice is possible. These must be unlabelled. 

A tape is initially labelled using the BLANK control card. Before BLANK labeling, the tape should 
have been assigned storage at the computer site by the tape librarian. Once a tape has been successfully 
labelled by BLANK it is impossible for the user's program to destroy it. lfhen a tape is labelled in this 
manner it is said to be KRONOS LABELLED (LB=KL). 

Physically, the label is an 80 character record followed by an endfile. The user may create his own 
non-standard labels (LB=NS) by writing an 80 character record at the beginning of his tape followed by an 
ENDFILE. The system skips over this label without attempting to process it. If an unlabelled tape is declared 
to be non-standard labelled, the system will skip forward to the first endfile it finds. 

If the tape has no labels, it is considered a KRONOS UNLABELLED tape (LB=KU). Even though the tape 
is declared unlabelled, a check is made. If a KRONOS format label is found, it is skipped over making it 
impossible to overwrite the label. If the user wishes to change his non-standard label, he can declare the 
tape to be KRONOS UNLABELLED and proceed to change the information in the first record (his label record). 

A LABEL card is required to get a magnetic tape mounted and available for use. Shown below is the 
minimum amount of information the LABEL card requires for each of the three different label formats: 

KRONOS LABELLED 
NON-STANDARD LABELS 
KRONOS UNLABELLED 

LABEL(MYTAPE,VSN=SN1234) 

LABEL(MYTAPE,VSN=SN1234,LB=NS) 

assumes F=I, LB=KL, D=HI. 

assumes F=I, D=HI. 

LABEL(MYTAPE,VSN=SN1234,ID=$MY TAPE JOB$,LB=KU) assumes F=I, D=HI. 

See the "Tape Users' Conversion Guide" and the KRONOS 2.1 Reference Manual for more detailed information. 
In summary, unless there is a compelling reason to the contrary, the use of the KRONOS INTERNAL 

("I" format) is strongly recommended. Experience has shown this to be the most trouble free format available. 
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KRONOS 2.1 PROGRAM TROUBLE REPORTS 
--by B. Stahl 

1. A job requesting more than available central memory will hang on input indefinitely. 
2. SCOPE long block tapes do not work (F=L). 
3. TDUMP used on tapes may give *BUFFER ARGUMENT ERROR* when pointers are correct. 
4. A bad address is given for ERROR FLAG=2. 
5. A FORTRAN formatted write to a stranger tape does not work. 
6. Not yet available: UTALGOL, PLONE. 
7. Copy utilities do not work with long tapes. 
8. PO=N option for tapes does not work. 
9. LB=NS on LABEL statement does not work. 

To get a complete list of known system software bugs, use: 
FETCH,PTRLIST. 
CBF,PTRLIST,OUTPUT. 

NoVEMBER, 1974 

Please report possible bugs to a consultant and/or file an orange PTR form (available in Room 131 or 
through a consultant). Questions concerning PTR reports should be addressed to Betty Stahl, 217 ExpEng. 

L80KING AT LIBRARIES 
--by D.R. Lien~e 

At least one user has expressed a desire to find out what resides on library files and how to get 
access to them. Unfortunately, files SYSLIB and FT3LIB are part of the locked common file SYSTEM and are 
therefore not easily accessible. Of course, the loader uses them and so may the interested user, see the 
KRONOS 2.1 Reference Manual, page 7-36 on how to use the ASSIGN macro for system library file access. 

Other libraries and how to gain access to them are described below: 

NAME 
UOFMOPL 

CPL 

OLDSYS or OLDFT3 

DESCRIPTION 
A MODIFY OPL of University of Minnesota 
Subprograms. 

A MODIFY OPL of common decks (see KRONOS 2.1 
Reference Manual, Appendix A). 

Relocatable binary user libraries from previous 
operating system. 

USE THESE CONTROL CARDS 
FETCH,UOFMOPL. 
CATALOG,UOFMOPL,R. 

ATTACH,CPL/PN=STF,UN=LIBRARY. 
CATALOG,CPL,R. 

FETCH,OLDFT3. 
CATALOG,FT3LIB,U,R. 
CATALOG,SYSLIB,U,R. 

FIELD LENGTHS FOR BMD PROGRAMS 
--by S. P. Ven 

A two-page writeup describing the use of the BMD programs is now available in Room 140 ExpEng. The 
following field length table is copied from that writeup. 

Program Field Program Field Program Field Program Field Program Field Program Field 
Name Length Name Length Name Length Name Len_g_th Name Len_g_th Name Length 
BMDOlD 45600 BMDOlM 72700 BMDOlR 75100 BMDOlS 76000 BMD02T 111100 BMDOlV 101400 
BMD02D 106200 BMD02M 71000 BMD02R 62700 BMD02S 101000 BMD03T 101500 BMD02V 100300 
BMD03D 103500 BMD04M 100200 BMD03R 66100 BMD03S 51700 BMD04T 42500 BMD03V 74400 
BMD04D 106000 BMD05M 102200 BMD04R 65500 BMD09S 54500 BMD05T 76000 BMD04V 57000 
BMD05D 111100 BMD07M 114100 BMD05R 67300 BMDlOS 101600 BMD05V 104700 
BMD06D 77600 BMDOBM 112600 BMD06R 76200 BMD11S 70000 BMD06V 61500 
BMD07D 77700 BMD09M 60100 BMD07R 62000 BMD12S 72000 BMD07V 105300 
BMDOBD 100100 BMDlOM 66000 BMD13S 104000 BMDOBV 76000 
BMD09D 75300 BMD14S * BMD09V * 
BMDlOD 76200 BMDlOV 67000 
BMD11D 71700 BMD11V 43500 
BMD12D 74000 BMD12V 74000 
BMD13D 70000 

*program not ava1lable. 
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THE SUGGESTION BOX 
Questions may be re-worded for clarity. Unsigned cards are ignored. 

Q/S I J.Jubmilled a job crt ExpEng and, when I attempted to pic.ll. U up the next moJtn..lrtg fiound "MAGNET NOT 
ACTIVE" on my dayfiile. Why doun't Mmeone crt ExpEng oJt Laude!tdo.le Jte-Jtun thue job-6? 

A MAGNET NOT ACTIVE is a message which means that the magnetic tape subsystem is not active. This should 
never happen, but it does occasionally due to difficulties in the operating system. We are attempting 
to correct the MAGNET problems so that this message will not occur. However, until the bugs can be 
found, this message will occur and a few unfortunate jobs will be aborted. The operators try to re-run 
any jobs they know about when a subsystem such as MAGNET malfunctions. However, they cannot check the 
dayfile of each job and so this problem will continue to occur (very infrequently, we hope) for the 
next few months. (K. Mcttthew-6) 

Q/S A.6 a tMMient tape U.6 eJt, I th.inll. .{;('}., awfiu£ to have to inc.oJtpoJta.te the input J.Jtation .tetieM in my TT 
name. I ofiten .6W-Uc.h between uJ.Jing the tape and pJtogJtam crt LaudeJtdo.le and crt ExpEng, depending en wheJte 
I am fiM otheJt th.ing-6, and theJtefioJte mUJ.Jt Jte-punc.h LABEL c.Md-6 and Jtep.tac.e pape!t .tabw. Th-<-.6 .i.6 
Wa.6tefiu£ and time c.on.6um.ing. 0Jhy not go bac.ll. to the o.e.d way ofi .tabeling t!tan.6ient tapu? 

A We agree and are changing the transient tape policy. Some new gummed tape labels are being printed; 
these will then be used. The new transient tape policy will be explained in the December newsletter 
(by which time the labels should be ready). In the meantime, the transient tape VSN can be TTxxxx where 
xxxx is any four alphanumeric characters. (K. Mcttthew-6) 

Q/S We have an extel1.6ive tape UbJtctJty and we woul-d app!teuate youJt JtetuJtrt.ing ouJt tapu in the o!t.igino.l c.M u 
that they WeJte J.Jubm-itied in, ct.6 they Me aU pJte-mMII.ed fiOJt filling. 

A Operators will try to return tapes in the original cases if there are large distinctive labels on the 
tape and on the face of the case. (L. Lidd.ict!td) 

Q/S The magnetic. tape c.hMge-6 .imp.ty that even pct!tdy will c.oJ.Jt 4 timu M muc.h M odd pct!tdy. I-6 th.i.6 t!tue 
ctYld ifi M, why? It c.an 't tall.e 4 timu ct.6 .tong. Sometime.-6 .{;('}., nec.e.6.6My to mall.e an even pct!tdy tape 
to tall.e to anotheJt in.6taUat.ion. Sometimu Lt6 even nec.e.6.6MY to uJ.Je 80 c.haJtac.teJt phy.6ic.o.1 Jtec.oJtd-6. 
Woul-d th-<-.6 c.0.6t 64 timu M muc.h? 

A In changing operating systems one of the difficult charging algorithms to change was PP time to PRU's 
transferred. KRONOS reports tape usage in PRU's transferred and not the total time that it takes to 
write the tape. The following table shows the PP time in seconds required to write Kilo PRU's of 5120, 
800, and 80 character records: 

D 
E 
N 
s 
I 
T 
y 

800 bpi 
556 bpi 
200 boi 

R E C 0 R D 
5120 

53 seconds 
72 seconds 

180 seconds 

L E N G T H 
800 80 

17 seconds 11 seconds 
20 seconds 11 seconds 
37 seconds 13 seconds 

At the previous rate of $1.25/minute of PP time, the current charge of $1.50 per KPR tape transfer represents 
72 seconds which equates to 5120 character records at 556 density. UCC will look into a lower charge 
($0.35/KPR) for records less than 1000 characters if KRONOS can be made to differentiate record lengths. 
$0.35/KRP would correspond to 17 seconds to write a Kilo PRU and would correspond well with the time used 
to write such a record. This is one case in which MOMS accounting for tape usage by PP time was fairer 
to the user and to the Computer Center. Your question on 4 and 64 times as much under KRONOS as under 
MOMS are correctly 3.6 and 6.5 times as much. (L. Lidd.ict!td) 

Q/S You woul-d Mve money be pJtovid.ing fiJtee ac.c.eM to a wteJt fioJt aU J.Jtudentf.J. It .i.6 a wa.6te o6 mac.h.ine 
time and J.JtoJtage .6pac.e to Jtun a job W-Lthout fiwt uJ.Jing a wteJt. 

All of the 1004 terminals may be run as off-line (i.e., not connected) listers. Set switches #3 and #4 
(also #2 if double spacing is desired) and place the cards in the reader. After the reader is turned 
on, push START,CLEAR,FEED,RUN and the cards will be read and listed until the end of the deck is reached. 
Many potential problems can be found by first listing your deck. (R. F!tctnta) 

Q/S Why c.an't we UJ.Je a mU-tti-punc.h o6 Mme Mltt to be Jtec.ogn...lzed M a bac.l1..6pac.e? It woul-d Mve c.Md-6 and 
hoUJt-6 ofi ll.eypunc.h.ing. A.e.f.Jo, a mU-tti-punc.h JtepJtuertting end-ofi-Une woul-d be he.tpfiu£ .60 we c.oul-d fiUp 
a dec.ll. oveJt ctYld UJ.Je the otheJt end, upeUilly in COMPASS whe!te one Uf.Je-6 on.ty ho.lfi the c.ctJtd. 

A The backspace character is a 'control character' and would be difficult to put into the 64-character 
set used by KRONOS as all of the lower case characters are already used. There are some proposals for 
new ASCII character sets that include control characters and future implementation of such a set may 
answer your first question. 

Some programming languages have an end-of-line character that allows multiple program statements to be 
put on one line, but such an implementation would not allow the use of old cards that you desire. We 
recommend that you use new cards for programming and suggest that putting the scrap cards into our 
re-cycling bins and boxes will help preserve our forests almost as well as trying to re-use the old 
card. ( L. Lidd.ict!td) 
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Q/S When will KRONOS p!Un:t 66 Unu pelt page_ a;t Laudeltdaie. ,f._~u,te.ad o6 the. p!t~Ue.n:t 6Z? 1 Me SCLPLT 
and the. ptou Mite took 6unny. 

A You may print 66 lines per page if the printer is not in the auto eject mode. In the auto eject mode 
a new page is started after 62 lines. KRONOS originally had the auto page eject selected as default. 
Early in September this was changed and several utility routines were also changed to reduce the number 
of blank lines produced. 

Printer mode can be controlled from the user's output file. The character R in column 1 will select 
the auto page eject mode and the character Q will de-select it. Note that once the printer is set 
in either mode it will remain so for the rest of the output file or until it is re-set. You should 
also be aware that the rest of a line is ignored if the characters R or Q appear in column 1. 

We attempted to change all the utility routines to conform to this procedure. However, some may have 
been overlooked and we would appreciate a call if you notice any that are still selecting the auto page 
eject mode, or are still producing a large amount of wasted blank lines. (M. Ri..vieJte) 

Q/S One. thing we. have done 6o!t ye~ a;t HCL ~ to have Z logical urtiv., 6o!t ea~h Une p!Un:teJt d!tiveJt, one 
with FORTRAN 6oJtma;t ~ont!tot and the otheJt with none. Many !tu~ do not need the nea;t appea.Jtan~e tha;t 
numeltoU6 ejew and Une .cpa~u p!tovide. The ~ompaded wt ~ .ctill Jteadabte with a Utile e66o!tt 
and the pape!t .caving.c a.Jte veJty notiMble. 

A We will investigate this as part of the paper saving recommendations. ( L. Uddia~td) 

Q/S Why not u.ce pta.cti~ ~oa;te_d ~a.Jtd-6 6o!t BIN and E01? They wt a tong time and a.Jte not tha;t expe~ive. 

A 

Q/S 

A 

Q/S 

A 

Q/S 

A 

Q/S 

A 

Q/S 

We've had good tu~k with them a;t UMV. 

This will be investigated and implemented if feasible. (L. Liddia!td) 

Some mon:th-6 ago 1 a.cked i6 you woutd p!tovide up to da;te wting.c o6 Ub!ta!tiu, OPL '-6, ~., and you 
(quite JteMonabty) JtepUed tha;t any Melt .choutd get ~/he!t own. HoweveJt, unde!t KRONOS, it~ undea.Jt 
exa~tty whelte the va.JtioM 6ilu in quution a.Jte 01t even wha;t they a.Jte. So, how about d? 

See the separate article (page 4) in this newsletter. (V. Uenke) 

1 think the index to ~ont!tol ~d-6 ~ Ve!tY M~e but Mme o6 the wted ~ont!tot ~d-6 a/ten' t on the 
.cy-&tem and the only way o6 fu~ove!ting t~ ~ by pain6ut expe!tien~e, M how about wting the ab-&en:t 
onu on yoUJt PTR? 
You are correct about the inconsistency. The index is designed for the 'ideal.' However, reality 
as we have experienced it during the conversion period, has only asymtotically approached the 'ideal.' 
The PTR list should be referenced for current information. The KRONOS "Instant" Conversion Guide had 
previously played this role. The index was worked on at a time when many things were not available 
and it did not seem to make sense expending effort to keep it precisely current because many things 
worked only partially and to a degree (up and down). The index was meant as a guide to documentation 
first and then an informative list of what is available. After another month (when TELEX comes up) the 
index should be quite accurate. (A. Mi~kei) 

Woutd it be po-&-&ibte 6o!t the PP Jtoutine tha;t nea.d-6 in job-& to ptd the time in the ~omment:6 a/tea o6 the 
job ~a.Jtd -&o we ~an tell how tong we Welte on the input queue? 

This suggestion will be implemented in a different manner using the system sector associated with each 
disk file. Under KRONOS the input queue is usually empty, but the rollout file for tape-requesting 
jobs is currently the queue causing delays in job turnaround. (L. Liddia!td) 

M a -&ummelt v~do!t to the Un.iveMdy, 1 woutd Uke to .cay tha;t gene!taity UCC .ceJtvi~u and tU!t1UVtound 
a.Jte quite good with the ex~eption o6 cii.gLtal plotting -&eJtvi~e. 1 -&ubmdted a -&ho!tt (tu-& than 1 hoU!t) 
plot oveJt Z4 hou.!t}., ago and ~ -&till not done. 

Improvements in operator communication procedures about STATOS plot tapes that fail to plot should result 
in faster turnaround of these jobs. Current plans call for having STATOS plotting on-line by the end 
of December which will mean that STATOS plotting will be handled much as printer and punch output and 
will have the same turnaround as printing and punching. (L. Liddia.Jtd) 

Ptea.ce 6ix the KRONOS VMP M tha;t it dump-& wond-6 0-700 Uke VMPX. The dump~ 75% u.cetu-& wUhout t~ 
in6onma.ti..on. llio, pteaH pnovide Mme ~apabildy 6o!t neading ~otumn bina.Jty ~a.Jtd-6 unde!t KRONOS. 1 
have many job-& tha;t do ~. 

A Your suggestion about DMP will be implemented. For your other suggestion, use a card punched 5-7-9 
in column 1 bottom 6 rows in column 2, and then punch something unique in the following 78 columns 
(something ~hat does not match any of the following binary cards). Finally, follow the binary cards 
with an identically punched 5-7-9 card as a terminator. A 6-7-8-9 card cannot be one of the column 
binary cards under this scheme since that would cause following user jobs to be lost. Such a 6-7-8-9 
card stops the job. (L. Liddia!td) 

Q/S 

A 

The de6autt vctiue no!t the VUMPPF pa!tamete!t FS ~ 'Hc.U!te.' 
dump ~ -& e~uJted 6ilu, tha;t'-& youJt job. 

T~ ~dumb! Nobody ~ eve!t going to 

Sorry. The default value for DUMPPF was FS=US but was accidentally documented as FS=SC, The preliminary 
documentation has been corrected and the correct default value will be published in the final documen
tation. (K. Matihew-&) 
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Q/S Would a be. poMible. 6oJt -the. n.e.w MNF -to hnple.me.n.-t a n.on.-~-tan.da!td FORTRAN ~-ta-te.me.n.-t uke. "USE OTHER 
TRANSMISSION FOR w-t" whe.Jte. "w-t" ~ a w-t ot) e.x-te.Jtn.ati? Th~ c.ould allow pe.ople. who have. man.y 
COMPASS Jtou,:t.Ln.~ to U6 e. -the. Jtou,:t.Ln.~ M ~, wahou;t -the. n.e.e.d to c.on.ve.Jtt to -the. FTN me-thod o 6 paMin.g 
pMame.-te.M • 

A We do not plan to implement such a suggestion for this reason: the difficulty of insuring that the 
programmer makes consistent use of this in every subprogram for a specific external routine. (L. LiddiMd) 

Q/S Would a be. poMible. 6oJt MNF -to de.-te.c.-t 6ile. n.am~ I.L6e.d in. -the. pttogttam bu;t whic.h do n.o-t appe.M on. the. 
pttogJtam c.Md an.d give. a n.on.-t\a-tal m~~age.? The. ~e.que.n.c.e.:PROGRAM SAM(INPUT,OUTPUT) 

READ (7) GEORGE 
~ almo~-t alway~ an. e.Jtttott. 

A This suggestion will be implemented for constant unit numbers, but note that integer variables used as 
unit numbers will not be detected. That is, 

PROGRAM SAM(INPUT,OUTPUT) 
I = SLINPUT 

or 
READ(I,20)G ORGE 

PROGRAM SAM(INPUT,OUTPUT) 
I=6 
READ(I,20)GEORGE ( L. Lid diaJtd) 

Q/S Would a be. po~~ible. 6ott n.e.w MNF -to give. ab~olu;te. addtt~~~ tta-the.Jt -than. ttela-tive. addtt~~ duttin.g c.omp~on.? 
I 'm Mtte. -tha-t -the. mo~ -t c.ommo n. I.L6 e. ~ MNF. 

LGO. 
M -tha-t abMlu;te. addtt~~ would be. e.M y -to c.ompu;te.. Tw would help -<-n. de.buggin.g. 

A Your suggestion will be added to the list of possible future MNF changes since overlay requests and 
embedded COMPASS routines prohibit absolute address computations that would work for all compilation. 
If there is a method tht can find out exactly where the loader puts a relocatable program, some reasonable 
solution can be found for this suggestion. (L. LiddiaJtd) 

Q/S I~ -the.Jte. an.y on.e. palc.e. whe.Jte. -the. c.omple.-te. ttan.ge. o6 Mgume.n.U 6ott MNF ~ -to be. fioun.d? Ifi n.o-t, -tw 
migh-t be. a n.ic.e. ad~on. to -the. INFO 6ile.. 

A Currently, MNF compiler options are listed on pages A-2 through A-12 and A-23 and A-24 of the MNF 
Reference Manual (November, 1973), and on page 15 of "A Pocket Guide to UCC Facilities" (September, 1974). 
Both of these are being revised, and, within the next two months, will reflect all of the current changes. 
Options that changed in the MOMS to KRONOS conversion (and are likely to give trouble) are the B, C, 
and Z options. In the MNF manual cross out the B, C, and Z options and have the B, U, and Z sections 
point to A.6 on page A-23 describing the relocatable B option and indicate the fact that Z and U do 
not work on the KRONOS relocatable version. The C option is correctly described in the Pocket Guide, i.e., 

C=type C=RUN for MOMS compatibility; C=FTN for Fortran Extended compatibility. 
The default in KRONOS is C=FTN. 

New options will be J to cause page ejects between subroutines rather than the default 2 extra lines, 
and G to give "compile and go" compatibility with the RUN and FTN compilers. ( L. LiddiMd) 

Q/S I mw..-t c.ompume.n.-t -the. UCC ~-ta66 t\OJt t),{_n.din.g my -tape. whe.n. I 6ottgo-t -to btt_{_n.g a to Laude.Jtdale. t\ott my job. 
ItJ., n.ic.e. -to ue. -tha-t Mme. pe.ople. will go ou;t o6 thU!t way -to help. 

A We welcome compliments. ( L. UddiaJtd) 
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SPECIAL LANGUAGE PROCESSORS 
PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL --by A.B. Hic.lzei_ 

Because revised documentation is not ready for the new PASCAL compiler which was announced in the 
October newsletter, I think it's time to explain the origins of PASCAL as a language, PASCAL's usefulness, 
and the performance of the CDC implementation. UCC has had a PASCAL compiler for more than 2 years, being one 
of the first installations in the United States to have one. Usage in the last school year averaged only 
100 runs per month on the CYBER 74. However, with increasing acceptance by the user community, usage has 
increased to about 500 runs per month at present. Several computer science courses have used (and are using) 
PASCAL, and, remarkably, many students at this University have taken the initiative and are now doing all of 
their work completely in PASCAL. However, it is unfortunate that the University of Minnesota usage of PASCAL 
lags far behind that of some other universities which have access to a compiler. 

PASCAL had its origins with the language ALGOL-60, a language now increasingly described as being 
well ahead of both its predecessors and successors. ALGOL-60 was designed over the years 1958-62 by a committee 
of computer scientists who later broke into at least 2 main camps. One group went on to develop a language 
called ALGOL-68, an extensible language which has had little acceptance and few machine implementations since 
its inception in 1968. The other camp, led by Niklaus Wirth, developed (in 1965-66) EULER, an ALGOL-60 
like language with list processing facilities, and ALGOL-W, an ALGOL-60 with different control structures and 
other changes. ALGOL-H is widely used in computer science department curricula at universities with IBM 360/370 
machines. 

PASCAL was developed in 1969-70, building on the experience of ALGOL-W. Among PASCAL's major 
departures "ith ALGOL-60 is the declaration part of a program or a procedure block. Here many data structuring 
relations are furnished; records, sets (powersets), files, and arrays. Dynamic allocation is provided through 
the use of a restructured kind of 'pointer'. The wide variety of primatives in PASCAL makes top-down programming 
a pleasure in producing one entrance- one exit control flow. Included are begin-end, if-then-else,~· 
while-do, repeat-until, and the !££ statement. Use of the ~ statement is necessary only for error exits. 
Similar to the ALGOL-60 experience, the syntax of PASCAL was defined rigorously in the form of a report with 
accompanying semantic descriptions in English. The first PASCAL compiler widely released was written for the 
CDC 6000 series machines and implemented this report. In 1972 a revised version of the report was produced 
together with a rigorous semantic description of the language, intended for compiler writers constructing standard 
implementations on other computers. A new version of the compiler was released in December 1972 which 
implemented most of the changes in the revised report. At that time work was begun on a completely new compiler 
to fully implement the definitions of the revised report. This effort is now represented in the new PASCAL 
compiler recently made available at UCC. 

PASCAL is intended to be a general purpose language used for teaching programming as well as writing 
large programs. In a sense it is a low-level 'high-level language' in that its facilities are close enough 
to the machine for controlling efficiency but clearly and uniformly designed for human readability. One of 
the reasons for PASCAL's success has been its brevity of description and efficient implementation. Innovations 
include the general facilities for declaring types, providing specifications of subranges over the scalar 
types, and means for defining symbols for constants, types, and within user-defined scalar types. PASCAL is 
an excellent vehicle for 'structured programming' in most uses of the term. 

The PASCAL compiler possesses the kinds of features that make it a tool worth considering for any 
application to which the languages FORTRAN, BASIC, ALGOL, etc. are now being used. Diagnostics are clear, 
informative, and unambiguous. Run time checks may be selected to test for the range values of variables of 
scalar subrange types, arithmetic faults, and array and case statement bounds. A postmortem PASCAL dump is 
provided when a fatal run time error occurs. This maintains the philosophy that the machine should talk back 
to the programmer in the same language that the programmer uses to talk to the machine. PASCAL dumps contain 
a list of final values for each simple variable in each activated procedure at the moment the error occurred. 
No ordinary confusing octal machine dump is printed. Debugging therefore is greatly simplified. 

The capabilities of the new compiler are formidable. It produces relocatable code linked by the 
standard KRONOS loader, allowing it to use the subprogram library. PASCAL programs run in times equivalent 
to programs run under the CDC FORT~~ compilers which allows PASCAL to overcome the unpopularity of ALGOL-60 
implementations when compared to FORTRAN. CP-bound PASCAL programs are, on the average, 1.4 times slower 
than FORTRPJl and I/O-bound prograMs are approximately 3 times faster than FORTRAN. 

In summary, I urge every serious user who has the time to use PASCAL on new program development. 
The time invested in learning the language will yield a quick return in short program development time, 
debugging time, and in 'straightening out your thinking' when programming. 

A NEW MIX ASSEMBLER IS AVAILABLE --by S. T. Levtz 

A new version (version 1.2) of the MIX assembler became available to users on October 13, 1974. 
This version corrects many minor problems of the previous version, the largest change being a reduction in 
field length from 35000 to 22000. 

Version 1.2 is now the current version, accessed by the control card MIXAL. The older version 
(version 1.1) was discarded. The old MOMS MIXAL is still available and can be accessed with the control 

card sequence 
OLD,MIXAL. 
MIXAL. 

Included with the new assemcer is an updated simulator. Operators mentioned in volumes 2 and 3 of Knuth's 
books The Art of Computer Programming have been implemented. These include even and odd jump tests (JAE, 
JAO, JXE, JXO), binary shift of AX (SLB, SRB), floating point operators (FLOT, FCMP), an~ boolean o~erators . 
(AND, ORR, NOT, XOR). Also implemented are the FNUM and FCHR instructions that are spec1al to our 1nstallat1on. 
With the inclusion of these new operators our facility has a current Knuth standard version. 
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LISPING --btj A. B. Mic.ket 

In last month's newsletter, the SNOBOL corner features a solution to a problem posed at an ACM 
chapter competition (see also CACM, April, 1974). LISP was not one of the 8 languages used to write programs 
finding all integers from 1 to 100 whose squares are palindromes. Noting the adage found in the introduction 
to The Little LISPer, by Dan Friedman, that "A student with an undergraduate degree in Computer Science who 
has not learned LISP is culturally deprived," below is reproduced a LISP solution to the above problem. This 
should at least expose LISP to people who may have never seen a LISP program. 

*EVALQUOTEI 
+FINO ALL INTEGERS ~HOM 1 TO 100 WHOSE SQUA~f~ ARl PAt_lNDRUMESo+ 

DEFINE<< 
+ GEN IS THE MAIN DRlvEko+ 
tGEN !LAMBDA (Nl 

ICOND 
(IEQN N lOll Ill 
ttiSPALIN tMAI<.t:.LlST ITIME.S N Nlll 

tPHOG2 !PRINT <LIST N (QUOTE S$$S~UAHlD IS A PALJNUHOME$lll 
tGEN IAUDl Nllll 

tT tGEN tAODl N))) l II 

+ MAKELIST MAKES A LIST OUT OF Trlt:. UI:,IlS aF A NUMERIC ATOM,+ 
(MAKELIST ILAM~DA (NI 

tCOND 
t <LESSP N 101 lUST Nl l 
IT (CONS IREMAlNUER N lO) (MAKELlST IQUUTlt:.NT N lO)lll l ll 

+ THIS VERSION OF ISPALlN USt:.~ THE. ~UlLT~I~ LISP FUNCTiuN REVERSE.+ 
IISPALIN ILAMROA ILl 

!EQUAL L IREVt:.HSE. Lll ll 
) ) 

*VALUE I 
tGEN MAKELIST ISPALINl 

*EVALQUOTEI 
GEN ( ll 

tl S~UARED IS A PALINUROMEl 
12 S~UARED IS A PAI.INUROME) 
13 S~UARED IS A PALlNUROMEl 
tll SQUARED IS A PAI.lNOHOMEl 
t22 SQUARED IS A PAL!NOHOMEl 
t2b SQUARED IS A PALINOROMEl 

*VALUE I 
NIL 

*EVALQUOTEI 
FIN 

GARBAGE COLLECTIONSI u 0 

CYBER 74 EXECUTION TIME I 1192 SECONDS 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS CQNSULTANT 

Kenneth M. Brown, Associate Professor of Computer, Information and Control Sciences, will serve 
in the capacity of UCC Numerical Analysis Consultant during the 1974-75 academic year. Dr. Brown will spend 
part of his time in the development of mathematical software subroutines; the rest of his time will be 
devoted to helping University of Minnesota researchers with their numerical analysis problems. 

Professor Brown received his B.S. in Mathematics from the University of Chicago, his M.A. in 
Mathematics from UCLA, and his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Purdue University. He has been teaching at 
the University of Minnesota since 1971; prior to that he was a visiting lecturer in the Department of Computer 
Science, Yale University, and Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer Science at Cornell University. 
Dr. Bro~~ has had industrial consulting experience with the IBM Research Center, Chevron Oil Field Research 
Company, the Pillsbury Company Research and Development Laboratory, the IMSL Corporation, and the Control 
Data Corporation. He is currently a consultant to the Applied Mathematics Division of the Argonne National 
Laboratory in the area of nonlinear unconstrained optimization. He is a member of the Board of Directors of 
SIGNUM, the ACM's special interest group in Numerical Mathematics. 

For an appointment call Dr. Brown at 376-7209. 

FOR BETTER MANAGEMENT OF FIELD LENGTH REQUIREMENTS 
--by w. Ellioti 

On the MOMS operating system the user specified his maximum job field length on the job card. With 
KRONOS this has changed following the philosophy of allowing users to not tie up system resources (field 
length, mass storage, tapes, etc.) until they are actually going to be used. The hopeful result is faster 
turnaround time for everyone. If a small field length (for example, lOK) is specified on the job card, the 
job will begin processing as soon as that field length is available, assuming that there are no other jobs 
of higher priority waiting in the INPUT queue. The user then may make use of the RFL (Request Field Length) 
card to increase or decrease his job's field length as required, the only limitation being that he cannot 
go beyond the field length he is validated for, generally 154K for Batch users. For clarification, here 
are two examples: 

JOB,CMlOOOO,TlO. 
BIN card. 
ACCOUNT card. 
GET,TAPEl=FAROUT. 
RFL,50000. 
MNF(parameters,B=LGO) 
RLF,l5000. 
LGO. 
(7-8-9 card) 
[input deck] 
(6-7-8-9 card) 

JOB,CMlOOOO,TlOO. 
BIN card. 
ACCOUNT card. 
ATTACH(OPL) 
RFL,40000. 
MODIFY,N. 
RFL,55000. 
COMPASS(I,S=PPTEXT) 
RFL,40000. 
MODIFY(P=NPL) 
RFL,55000. 
COMPASS(I,S=PPTEXT) 
(7-8-9 card) 
[MODIFY input records] 
(6-7-8-9 card) 

A NOTE TO ALL CHESS BUFFS 
--by T.V. Hodge 

Northwestern University's CHESS 4.0 took second place in the first international computer chess 
tournament in Stockholm in August. The Soviet Union's KAISSA (running on an ICL4/70 at the Institute of 
Control Science in Moscow) took first place to become the first world champion. 

CHESS 4.0 ran on a CDC 6600 at the CDC Service Center in Stockholm. Third place was won by 
RIBBIT of Waterloo, Canada; 4th place by CHAOS of Univac. Other participants were from MIT, the Atlas 
Computer Lab of England, Graz in Austria, Queen Mary College of London, Oslo University, Zurich in Switzerland, 
Budapest in Hungary, and Hounslow in England. For a list of final scores, see Thea Hodge. 

Take note, chess buffs, that the 1975 convention of the Association for Computing Machinery 
(ACM) will be held in Minneapolis in October 1975, one year from now. A computer chess tournament is being 
planned for that conference. 

DOCUMENTATION/PUBLICATinNS 
UCC PUBLICATIONS 

An unedited copy of the KRONOS STATUS REPORT (an edited version of which appears on page 2 of this 
newsletter) is available in the Reference Room, 235a ExpEng. 

An unedited copy of a preliminary writeup on tape usage is available in the Reference Room, 235a 
ExpEng. (Excerpts from the writeup appear on page 3 of this newsletter). 

A preliminary writeup, BMV, is available in Room 140 ExpEng. This writeup contains a field length 
table for the BMD programs available at UCC and a description of job setups. 

A preliminary writeup, GPSS, is available in Room 140 ExpEng. This 2-page writeup briefly describes 
GPSS as it is available at UCC. 
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CYBER 74 0 P E R A T I N G H 0 U R S 

12: OlAM 2AM 3AM 4AM BAM 4PM Midnight 
lllllllllllllllllll 

........ ! l///////!l////l/ 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 

.................. t l!//l////l/1/l// 
··················J /!l///l/////!1/j_ 
................ ··t l/1!!11//l/!!111 
.•.......•.. ·t /l//11///////ll/ ....................... //////1 

(Lauderdale only) 

II IIIII (Lauderdale, ExpEng) 

!/// (Lauderdale, ExpEng, West Bank) 

MEDIUM SPEED RH10TE TER~ll \JAL SITES 
Site Supervisor 

38 ElectE (East Bank) J. Guentzel/373-5404 
M. Cook/373-3895 

N640 EltH (East Bank) J. DeWitt/376-7377 
N. DeWitt/376-7377 

Sl91 KoltH (East Bank) T. Faulkner/376-7024 
J. Abdallah/373-2348 

321 MinMet (East Bank) c. Swanson/373-5475 
R. Oelfke/373-5680 

69 Physics (East Bank) R. Scarlett/373-0243 
D. oison/376-7175 

167 SocSci (West Bank) G. Lutgen/373-3608 

257 BioSci (St. Paul) R. Comstock/373-0979 
R. Cardellino/376-3407 

125G ClaOff (St. Paul) c. Bingham/373-0988 

415 CofH (St. Paul) D. Nelson/376-7003 
T. Ehlen/376-7003 

24 NorH (St. Paul) J. Colten/373-0990 
D. Rignell/373-0990 

Users' Room (Lauderdale) Shift Supervisor/373-4940 

R E F E R E N C E r1 A N U A L S 

[Copies are available for reference in 140 ExpEng, 
Lauderdale Users' Room, West Bank Computer Center, 
all the medium speed terminal sites, and in the 
Reference Room (235a ExpEng).] 

ALGOL Version 3 
APL*CYBER 
BASIC 
COBOL Version 3 
COMPASS Version 3 
FORTRAN 2.3 (RUN23) 
FTN Version 3 
FTN DEBUG Users' Guide 
KRONOS 2.1 Reference Manual 
MODIFY 
SIMSCRIPT Version 2 
SORT/MERGE Version 4 
T/S USERS' Reference 
TEXT EDITOR (EDIT) 
UPDATE 

BMD Reference (1973) 
IMSL Library 3, Edition 3 
MNF Reference Manual 
OMNITAB II Programmers' Reference 
SPSS: Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences 
SPSS Version 5.5 
SYSTEM 2000 Reference Manual 
SYSTEM 2000 Users' Guide 
UCC Users' Manual, Part 1 
UMST Programs Reference Manual 

Nov~MBER J 1974 

T E L E P H 0 N E NUMBERS 

373-4548 
376-3963 
373-4596 
376-7067 
373-2521 
373-4940 
373-4995 
373-4876 
373-4994 
373-7744 
376-3963 
373-4995 
373-4360 
373-4599 
373-4921 
373-3608 

Account Clerk, CYBER 74 
Educational Services (R. Franta) 
ExpEng I/O 
Field Engineering 
Keypunch Supervisor 
Lauderdale Shift Supervisor 
Microfilm Operator 
Operations (R. Folden) 
Recorded Message 
Reference Librarian 
Remote Job Entry Services (R. Franta) 
Tape Librarian 
UCC Main Office 
User Services (T. Hodge) 
Users' Room (Lauderdale) 
West Bank I/0 

CONSULTING SCHEDULES 
LAUDERDALE USERS ROOM (general)* 

Man - Fri 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM 
Man - Thurs 7:30PM- 9:30PM 

EXP ENG 140 (general)* 
Man - Fri 9:00 AM- 5:00 PM 
Man - Thurs 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
Sat 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Sun 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

EXP ENG 140 (statistical packages) 
Man - Fri 12:00 N - 4:00 PM 

soc SCI 167 (statistical packages) 
Man 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Tues 12:30 PM - 2:30 PM 
Wed 2:30 PM - 5:30 PM 
Thurs 10:00 AM -12:00 Noon 

CLA OFF 125 
Mon,Wed 8:00 AM - 10:45 AM 

1:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
Tues 8:30 AM - 11:30 AM 

1:00 PM - 6:00PM 
Thurs 8:30 AM- 11:30 AM 

1:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
Fri 8:00 AM - 10:45 AM 

1:00 PM- 6:00 PM 
Sat 9:00AM- 12:00 Noon 

*Thv.,e geneJta1 coYIJ.>ui.tan.b., can a.L6o aYiJ.>WeJt 
quv.,tioru, on -~J:to..-t plzg-6: H.{_nf<.ley, Yen, Egge!L-6. 

K E Y P U N C H L 0 C A T I 0 N S 
(number of keypunches is in parentheses) 
East Bank St. Paul 

38 ElectE (1) 257 BioSci(l) 
N640 EltH (1) 125G ClaOff(l) 

130 ExpEng (2) 415 CofH (1) 
131 ExpEng (1) 24 NorH (1) 
208 ExpEng (14)* 

Sl91 KoltH (1) 
321 MinMet (1) 

69 Physics(l) 

West Bank 
90 BlegH (1) 

16 7 SocSci (1) 

Lauderdale 
Users' Room (5)* 

*includes 1 interpreting card punch 
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